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Zomato Pulled out of all International Markets

Except India & UAE

Zomato recognizes three

geographical segments: India, the United Arab

Emirates, and the rest of the world (including the

United States, the United Kingdom, Singapore,

Lebanon, and a few more nations).

The corporation has opted to concentrate on India,

which is its largest market, and the United Arab

Emirates, which is profitable. Zomato has shut down

practically all of its foreign operations, including

those in the US, the UK, Singapore, and, most

recently, Lebanon.

Zomato has chosen to focus its efforts on "growth

territories," which are now less profitable than more

established areas. Over the next two years, the

company plans to spend over a billion dollars on

Indian startups to expand its e-commerce network.

COP26 Agrees on Key Climate Change Actions

The UN climate conference, COP26,

in Glasgow, was viewed as a critical

juncture for pledges and actions

after richer countries failed to raise the $100 billion

in annual climate funding pledged to vulnerable

countries. The UN issued the first draft of the

COP26 political resolution, which asks nations to

"revisit and reinforce the 2030 objectives in their

nationally determined contributions, where

appropriate, to line with the Paris Agreement

temperature goal by the end of 2022." The draft

also asked governments to phase out coal, oil, and

gas subsidies, a direct attack on coal, oil, and gas

combustion, which creates carbon dioxide, the

principal contributor to man-made climate change.

It did not specify when they will be phased out. Six

major manufacturers (Volvo, Ford, General Motors,

Mercedes-Benz, Jaguar Land Rover, and China's

BYD) inked a pledge during the conference to

phase out the production of fossil-fuel cars globally

by 2040.

Toshiba announces its Plan for Splitting into Three

Firms

Following shareholder dissent

and a controversial takeover offer, Toshiba’s BOD

has accepted a proposal to break the renowned

Japanese conglomerate into three businesses. The

plan is to split out two firms, one focused on

infrastructure and the other on devices, from the rest

of Toshiba's activities. The transition will take two

years to list both new businesses.

The separation allows each company to focus

significantly more on its core competencies, allowing

for more agile decision-making and lower cost

structures. Both firms will be in a far better position

to take advantage of their respective market

positions, goals, and growth drivers to achieve long-

term profitable growth and increased shareholder

value, through reverse synergy.

The US House of Representatives has Passed Joe

Biden's $1.75 Trillion Social Safety Bill

President Joe Biden's $1.75 trillion bills

to strengthen the social safety net and

combat climate change have passed

the House of Representatives and are on their way

to the Senate, where split moderates and liberals

must yet strike an accord.

The plan has been significantly reduced from

Democrats' initial $3.5 trillion proposals, but it would

still invest billions in expanding education, lowering

healthcare costs, and combating climate change.

The proposal, according to the Congressional Budget

Office, would increase federal budget deficits by

$367 billion over ten years, but extra revenues from

enhanced Internal Revenue Service (IRS) tax

collections might provide a net gain of $127 billion

in revenues through 2031.

According to the White House, the IRS changes are

estimated to produce $400 billion in additional

income, and the plan will reduce deficits by $112

billion over ten years.

Revenue from Markets Q2FY21 Q2FY22

India ₹398.7 cr. ₹981 cr.

UAE ₹25 cr. ₹33 cr.

ROW ₹11 cr. ₹9.7 cr.
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FY 20-21 FY 21-22 Record-High Net Enrolment for EPF

With the formalization of the economy, India

witnessed a record net addition of 1.54 million

subscribers to the Employees’ Provident Fund in

Sept’21. The net addition to the EPF subscription in

the H1CFY22 is 6.48 million, higher than the 6.11

million net addition in FY19.

The highest number of net enrolments are from the

age group 22-25 years with 0.41 million net

enrolments, followed by the 18-21 years age group

with 0.31 million net enrolments. This indicates that

many freshers have joined the organized sector

workforce, and are compensating for the low

placement rates during the whole pandemic.

GST Collection (₹ Lakh Crore)
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GST Collection Foresees Promising Growth for

Indian Economy

India's GST collections were the 2nd highest since

inception of the GST system in 2017, with the

highest being received in April’21. October’21 saw

a 24% growth in GST revenue, compared to

October 2020. Also, E-way bills generated in

October'21 saw an upward trend.

Revenue from imports has increased by 39% YoY,

while revenue from domestic transactions rose by

19% YoY. Despite the ongoing power crisis and chip

shortage, this high revenue collection reflects a

significant recovery in the Indian economy.

Pumping the Indian Healthcare Sector

The Government of India and the Asian

Development Bank (ADB) have signed

a ₹300 million loan to support government

programmes like Ayushman Bharat Health and

Wellness Centres and Pradhan Mantri Ayushman

Bharat Health Infrastructure Mission.

The loan aims to strengthen and improve access to

comprehensive primary healthcare in urban areas

of 13 states benefiting over 256 million urban

dwellers, including 51 million from slum areas as

well. Along with this, ADB also approved a loan of

$1.5 billion to India for the procurement of safe

and effective vaccines against coronavirus. Through

digital tools, quality assurance mechanisms, and

engagement and partnership with the private sector,

the delivery and health information systems for

primary health care will be upgraded, which is

much needed to sublime the disastrous effects of the

pandemic.

UPI Transactions Value Crosses $100 billion for

the First Time

For the first time, UPI transactions

value crossed $100 billion in October, strengthening

its position as India’s most popular digital payments

system.

The shopping spree after the pandemic, especially

in the festive season, has caused a surge in e-

commerce sales, consequently increasing UPI

transactions.

Residents of India hold ₹3.3 lakh crore in cash. On

adjusting to the extra liquidity needed for the

emergency purposes due to the pandemic, the

currency to GDP ratio may have declined when

compared to the earlier years. Record purchases

happened during Diwali at ₹1.25 lakh crores, cash

in circulation remained constant over the previous

year. This portrays that Indian consumers are

migrating to high-end technology platforms like UPI.

Net Payroll

6.1

7.9 7.7

6.5

FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22 Q2

Source: EPFO

Source: GST Council

Jan’21 Oct’21 Change

No. of transactions 2.3 bn 4.2 bn 83%

Value of transactions ₹4.3 lakh cr. ₹7.71 lakh cr. 79%
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Three Farm Laws Scrapped

The Farm Laws Repeal Bill, 2021 seeks

to repeal three farm laws – the

Farmers (Empowerment and Protection) Agreement

on Price Assurance and Farm Services Act, 2020, the

Farmers' Produce Trade and Commerce (Promotion

and Facilitation) Act, 2020, and the Essential

Commodities (Amendment) Act, 2020 – as well as

amend the Essential Commodities Act, 1955.

What led to this repeal was the fear among the

farmers as they believed that dismantling

Agriculture Product Market Committee mandis would

lead to the abolishment of their crops being

purchased at Minimum Support Price. Hence, the

Repeal Bill was required in response to continuous

farmer uprisings against these regulations.

Empowering Local Businesses

Flipkart, India's homegrown

e-commerce marketplace, has signed

an MoU with the Government of India's Ministry of

Rural Development (MoRD) for their aspirational

Deendayal Antyodaya Yojana – National Rural

Livelihood Mission (DAY-NRLM) programme to help

empower local businesses and self-help groups

(SHGs), particularly those led by women. The

collaboration is consistent with the DAY-NRLM's of

developing rural communities' capacities for self-

employment and entrepreneurship, bringing

additional momentum to the Prime Minister's vision

of "Atmanirbhar Bharat."

SHGs are the backbone of the rural economy. The

ministry is finding and cooperating with all potential

partners who can assist this cause. Rural items from

SHGs have a big potential for acceptability in India

and overseas, and an e-commerce platform would

be an excellent instrument for tapping into it. The

move will help artisans reach out 10 crore of

Flipkart's existing customers, thus substantially

scaling their outreach.

The DAY-NRLM project, which has 7.84 crore women

mobilized into more than 71 lakh SHGs across the

country, is proving to be a game-changing effort to

empower disadvantaged rural women.

Full Tax Exemption for EVs in Odisha

According to an official statement,

the Odisha government has declared

a complete exemption from motor vehicle taxes and

registration costs for electric cars (EVs) in the state.

The decision was intended to encourage the quick

adoption of EVs. The exemption is granted under the

Odisha Motor Vehicles Taxation Act and is valid until

2025. Furthermore, the Odisha Electric Vehicle

Policy proposes a host of incentives for customers,

makers, batteries, and charging stations of electric

cars.

Early last month, state government officials stated

that seven charging stations would be installed in

Bhubaneswar, as the administration intends to create

a comprehensive infrastructure for electric vehicles

throughout the city.

To achieve carbon neutrality, numerous incentives will

be provided to both businesses that manufacture

electric vehicles and people who buy them.

First-ever SPV created for Natural Conversion

Missions

The Tamil Nadu government has made a

significant step forward in climate action by

establishing the first Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV),

the “Tamil Nadu Green Climate Company”. The

SPV will professionally manage three critical natural

conservation missions: Tamil Nadu Climate Change,

Tamil Nadu Green, and Tamil Nadu Wetlands.

The SPV's objective includes developing, executing,

and monitoring a state-wide programme for climate

change adaptation and mitigation, wetlands

mapping and restoration, and increasing the state's

forest and tree cover to 33% from 23% during the

next 10 years.

It will develop methods to minimize greenhouse gas

emissions, benchmark industries to transition toward

green production, and promote eco-friendly

technology to ensure a sustainable future. According

to the directive, it would also promote collaborations

and improve community involvement to generate

long-term commitment for a net-zero carbon future

for Tamil Nadu.



ESOP is the New Paycheck

Employee stock option plans (ESOP) are usually

given to top-level management to attract great

talent and incentivize them to build the start-up.

Reports say since July, close to 40 start-ups have

actively bought back shares worth ₹3,200 crores

from employees who had been given stock options.

This trend indicates start-ups' confidence in their

growth and asserts that ESOPs aren't just a

hypothetical number on a paper.

Major Funding raised by Startups for the period 27th Sep’21 to 23rd Oct’21

($ Million)

TART-UPs NEWS
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Source: Entrackr

The Gloom of the Indian Start-Up Boom

The unprecedented funding boom has given birth to

many unicorns, millionaires and generated tons of

employment. However, founders are on the verge of

burning out, but still, investors are pouring in without

being fully convinced because of the fear of missing

out on the next unicorn start-up. Employees are

indulging in fraud, and insecurity is gradually

driving people towards the dark side. Even well-

funded entrepreneurs with no plans or need are

raising funds at thrice their valuation within months

from the earlier rounds. This pressure arises when

founders benchmark success in terms of public

visibility, which comes with a fundraise, flashy media

coverage, and tons of congratulatory messages on

social media. But in reality, a typical large fundraise

takes about 4 months, during which the founders are

unable to focus on the core business properly.

Profitable And India’s Fastest Unicorn, Mensa

Brands

Mensa Brands was founded by

Ananth Narayanan, Myntra’s former

CEO. Mensa is an aggregator company that works

exclusively in acquiring and scaling D2C brands

domestically and globally. Mensa has raised

$135mn in its series B round at a valuation of $1bn

making it India’s fastest unicorn in 6 months. The

company is also among the only few out there with

an operating model that allowed them to reach

profitability this fast. They are similar to what the

US-based Thrasio does; buy well-reviewed,

profitable online sellers on Amazon and proliferates

their sales by leveraging technology, digital

marketing, and product growth hacks.

India’s Only Realty Unicorn

NoBroker, a PropTech firm, becomes India’s first

realty start-up unicorn after raising $210mn as part

of their series E round at a $1.01bn valuation. They

plan to use the funds to expand to over 50 cities in

the next two years. The company has raised

$361mn till date, is present in all major cities, has

7.5 mn homes listed on its platform, and has

serviced over 16 million individuals. It also provides

home services such as cleaning, packers & movers,

and financial services to its customer to secure rent.

This month 113 start-ups have approximately raised $4,032m. As compared to last month, start-ups raised

₹4,368m indicating no significant drop in the funding boom. The start-up economy is healthy and bullish

despite the fear of Omicron virus and lockdown like measures taken in certain parts of the country.
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Source: Investing
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KOSPI (in KRW)

Hang Seng Index (in HKD)

FTSE100 Index (in GBP)

Nikkei225 (in JPY)S&P500 Index (in USD)

4.7%

DAX Performance Index (in EUR)

3.1%

1.0% 6.2%

4.5%

Source: Investing

The index made a 52-week high of 7,403, bouncing

back to the pre-covid levels. Boost in the commodity

market, companies’ strong quarterly profits and

positive outlook on the FY earning forecasts rallied

the market index. However, the index witnessed its

biggest fall since July’20 after the new coronavirus

variant shook the global markets along with the

reimposition of lockdown in some parts of Europe.

Initially, the index was on a decline as the Chinese

real estate shares fell consistently due to the

ongoing Evergrande crisis. However, after China

eased regulatory policies, real estate and tech

stocks pushed the index upwards. Nonetheless, the

poor earnings result of major tech players like

Alibaba and Xiaomi caused a downtrend in the

index, which fell further on the pessimistic note of the

new variant of Coronavirus.

The economy reduced its pace in the Q3 by slowing

investment and private consumption. The index

declined first time since Q1CY20 as the government

announced the tightening of monetary policy at

home and abroad. Meanwhile, the ₩ gained

momentum against the dollar, and the bond yields

strengthened, backed by solid expectations on

corporate earnings up ahead.

S&P 500 rallied to an all-time high of 4,744 owing

to the infrastructure boom as an Infrastructure Bill of

more than $1 trillion was passed. The index retained

its growth on the positive note of solid corporate

earnings. However, in the months last week, an

outbreak of a new variant of Covid-19 around the

world and the Thanksgiving sell-off led to a massive

fall in the index since February 2021.

In early November, the index moved in a small

range since Pulp & Paper, Transportation Equipment

and Real Estate sector gave an upward push while

the declining oil prices dragged the major oil

companies. However, in the last week of the month,

the index slumped by more than 4% on the

outbreak of a new coronavirus variant.

DAX reached an all-time high of 16,290 on the back

of strong quarterly results of the top companies.

Unfortunately, the index fell by 6% in the last week

itself, as the fear of a newly identified and perhaps

a vaccine-resistant coronavirus variant spread.

Consequently, DAX volatility index was up by 55%

to a new 6-month high of 29.1.

4.7%
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Wint Wealth introduces Senior Secure Bonds

Investors will be able to invest as little as $10,000 and earn monthly interest thanks

to the introduction of publicly-traded Senior Secure Bonds. According to Wint Wealth, this is India’s first

public issue bond that’s been backed by a security pool of property loans, reducing the risk aspect.

Every nine months, 33% of the principal amount is repaid, giving bondholders the chance to reinvest,

lowering credit risk. Senior Secured Bonds are bonds that are backed by a security pool such as home loans,

automobile loans, or property loans.

Inflation

October witnessed a high inflation rate because of

the hike in prices of mineral oils, metals, food

products, crude petroleum and natural gas,

chemicals and chemical products, etc. Wholesale

inflation surged to 12.54% YoY from 10.66% in

September’21 and 1.31% in October’20. Food

inflation contracted by 1.69% YoY, while

manufactured products and Fuel-Power basket

inflation saw a hike of 12.04% and 37.18% YoY.
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US 10 Year Treasury Yield November’21 (In ₹)

Date

(November’21)

Net Outstanding Liquidity 

Surplus (₹ Lakh Crore)

1
st 

- 3
rd

₹ 7.52

8
th
-12

th
₹ 7.57

15
th
-19

th
₹7.89

22
nd

- 26
th

7.15
Source: Ministry of Statistic and Programme ImplementationSource: RBI

The PM Launched: RBI Retail Direct Scheme

Through this scheme, retail investors

can now participate in the

government bonds market by

opening A “Retail Direct Guilt” account online with

RBI, the central bank itself.

The RBI RD account will allow retail investors to bid

and trade the bonds from the primary market and

all the transactions in the account are free of

charge.

Within 6 days since the launch, RBI has garnered

more than 32k registrations reflecting the interest of

retail investors for the asset class of what was

hitherto an institutional investor monopoly.

The scheme aims to widen the reach of govt bonds

and deepen the fixed income market. The PM

mentioned that investing in govt bonds will aid in the

infrastructure development of the country.

Liquidity Surplus

The month started with higher liquidity when

compared to October, indicating inflows towards

salaries, wages, and pensions. The last week of the

month saw a decline in the liquidity surplus, which

could be attributed to the statutory payments by

businesses. The sustained liquidity surplus was aided

by low credit disbursements compared to the bank’s

inflows. RBI, through open market and foreign

currency purchases had pumped liquidity into the

economy.
Month Inflation (%)

May-21 6.30

June-21 6.26

July-21 5.59

Aug-21 5.30

Sept-21 4.35

Oct-21 4.48

The 10-year bond yield witnessed a bearish

opening despite strong job reports. The second

week the yield opened positively owing to the

investors’ attention towards inflation data. During

the last week, the yield tanked, investors panicked

over omicron and left the bond market at the mercy

of the pandemic news. Stepping into December, the

yield yet remains highly volatile as more details of

the new variant popup.

6.7%



T+1 Settlement Revised

Indian stock exchanges have finally decided to go

in phases with the T+1 settlement cycle by February

25th, 2022. The first phase will include 100 stocks

from the bottom picked by their market

capitalization, and from the end of March 2022 on

the last Friday of every month, another set of 500

stocks from the bottom will be added to the T+1

settlement cycle. SEBI’s policy in January had major

flaws but, the revised policy was welcomed by FPI's

as it reduces the risk of trade mismatches and the

issues with arranging forex on the trading day.

Many market experts have applauded this move as

it eliminates uncertainty, and given the sizeable

trades of FPI, tallowing effortless settlement.
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Index
1st Nov’21    

(In ₹)

30th Nov’21    

(In ₹)
Change (%) Trend

NIFTY Auto 11,421.0 10,603.5 -7.2
.52

Nifty Bank 39,763.7 35,695.3 -10.2

Nifty Consumer Durables 28,750.7 28,282.1 -2.5

Nifty Financial Services 19,009.6 17,534.7 -7.8

Nifty FMCG 38,663.6 37,386.9 -33

Nifty IT 35,290.0 35,043.7 -0.7

Nifty Media 2,303.7 2,171.1 -5.8

Nifty Metal 5,733.7 5,201.7 -9.3

Nifty Oil & Gas 7,783.8 7,390.1 -5.1

Nifty Pharma 14,049.5 13,662.8 -2.7
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FPI Net Investment in November’21 (₹ Crore)

Source: NSDL

Source: NSE 

DII Net Investment in November’21 (₹ Crore)

Source: NSDL

Foreign Portfolio Investment and Domestic

Institutional Investors

Over the last few months, FII's have cunningly

stayed on the sidelines to book profits at every

opportunity they got. Not only have they pulled

money out of India, but they have also taken money

out of other global markets, with ₹179 bn worth of

shares sold in November, indicating a volatile

market ahead.

On the other hand, DII has invested around ₹130bn

worth of shares. Huge capital inflows from retail

investors and HNI preserved the markets, giving an

impression that even if FII's remain gloomy, DII will

keep the growth going.
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FMCG Sector

The FMCG market fell 0.5% by volume in the

September quarter, owing to a larger base from the

previous year and reduced food consumption. Soon,

the consumer goods market rose 21% YoY in

October, aided by stronger sales of packaged

food, commodities, and discretionary categories

while the home-care category slowed. Sales were

also boosted by an early festive period, which

increased Kirana orders compared to the previous

year when the festive season began in November.

During the festive season, when households stock up

on sweets and savory treats, commodities,

particularly edible oils, were in high demand. In

addition, the reduction in import levies on cooking

oils is assisting in price reductions. The optimism

comes despite mounting inflationary pressures.

ECTOR UPDATES
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Consumer Durables Sector

Consumer durables and electronics companies

witnessed a 20-30% rise in the last week of this

holiday season, credits to Dhanteras and Diwali.

Positive consumer attitudes and significant demand

for value proposition appliances such as smart 4K

Android TVs, a linked variety of ACs, refrigerators,

washing machines, microwaves, and other lifestyle

appliances were driving the rise. However, the index

fell as a result of sluggish global markets, the

recurrence of covid cases, and the fear of new

variants dragged the heavyweight stocks down as

high-profit bookings were seen.

Bajaj Electrics shares lose 5.1% as it increased its

product prices by 12-15% in Q2 and is expected to

hike more product prices in Q3

Pharma Sector

The index began on a downward trend

despite an upbeat market as Pharma

stocks witnessed selling pressure owing to the Q2

earnings. Even though the majority of the Nifty

Pharma companies moved higher, the index

continued to see profit booking as heavyweights

such as Divis Lab and Aurobindo Pharma pulled

down the index further. The second half of the

month saw a 2% increase as investors bought stocks

in large quantities following favourable Q2

earnings reports from big corporations. However,

due to global negative trends because of the new

Covid-19 variant, the index felt the pressure and

tumbled down.

Despite a gloomy market, Dr Reddys Labs surged

by 3% as it showed promising Q2 results with sales

having increased 14.3% YoY.

Oil and Gas Sector

Oil and gas stocks tumbled as crude oil

prices remained volatile, owing to concerns

over supply and sluggish demand around the world.

All of the stocks in the Nifty Oil & Gas index were

down.

After cancelling a mega-deal with Saudi Aramco,

heavyweight Reliance Industries (RIL) pulled the

index the most. The sector is one of the most bearish

on stock exchanges, with the Sensex and Nifty 50

indexes bearing the brunt of its losses.

Source: NSE
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Source: NSE
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0.7%

Media Sector

After reaching 52-week ATH last month, concerns

over the new Covid-19 variant have majorly

affected the media and entertainment stocks. The

industry was steadily improving after the

devastating second wave as the public was allowed

with 50% capacity but, now multiplex, hotel, and

restaurant stocks have dropped sharply and are

expected to get worse.

The top gainer for the month was "TV network 18"

stock that has increased by 29% MOM because of

the bulk deals placed.

IT Sector

Even after seeing the sharpest fall after

7 months, most of the heavyweight

stocks have picked up by the end up of the month.

High attrition rates and stretched valuations of

companies in the industry have continued to worry

market participants. Analysts, however, feel that

better times are on the way for the sector, which has

resulted in a turbulent movement for the majority of

stocks.

Top gainer of the month saw Conforge LTD increase

by 11% as the company is about to sign a new deal

in the US over ADR.

Nifty IT November21 (In ₹)

Source: NSE 
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Auto Sector

The index underperformed this month

as the overall industry reported

several problems.

According to the Federation of Automobile Dealers

Association (FADA), October and November'21

festive season saw the worst hit because of the chip

shortage situation, an abrupt decline in demand on

the back of economic disruption from the pandemic

crisis, and a sudden surge of input costs has been

the issue.

Top management changes have prompted investors

to sell Ashok Leyland stock, which has been the

month's biggest loser, falling by 15% MoM.

Telecom Sector

Reliance Jio, Bharti Airtel, and Vodafone

Idea have collectively announced an

average 20% hike in their prepaid plans.

CIRSIL released a statement inclining positively

towards the recent hike in tariff rates as it believes

the income will heal profitability and returns profile

in the Telecom sector. The industry-wide increase in

prices began two years ago.

The surge in prices will help telecom companies give

themselves some elbow room to release 5G in India.

Analysts believe by the December quarter, revenue

in this sector will grow by 4.5-5%. Communication

Minister Ashwini Vaishnaw believes that 5G

technology will be available by the end of 2023, as

development has already begun.

5.8%



Metal Sector

The metal sector has been one of the best

performing indices of the year. Analysts believe the

metal stocks have rallied on the back of commodity

inflation. The index pulled back from its rally led by

weak global cues that tracked the overall markets.

Analysts mentioned the government might announce

more infrastructure projects in the upcoming union

budget, which would further the demand of the

metal sector and turn it bullish.

The top gainer was Welspun Corp that has

increased 30% because of the uptick in global base

metal prices.

ECTOR UPDATES
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Nifty Metal November’21 (In ₹)

9.3%

Financial Services Sector

The index has shown a bearish trend continuing the

fall from the last week of October reason being

Banks PAT partially offset by declining margins and

increasing slippages. The news of the new covid

variant had kept investors hesitant and fueled the

bear market. The markets opened in green,

anticipating the Q2 GDP data that indicated cues

of double-digit bull corrections. However, the nifty

fin service ends in red, indicating a negative

investor sentiment on GDP data and a highly

volatile market.

The top loser is M&M Financial Services Ltd. That

has fallen more than 15% MoM owing to its

quarterly net sales down by 4.02%

Source: NSE
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Realty Sector

The index started this month with an uptrend,

indicating healthy signs of recovery. The low-interest

rates and property prices in the economy made it

an ideal time for the general public to buy houses,

contributing to the changes in consumer behaviour

and the reason for the surge in the first half of the

month. The second half witnessed a downfall due to

fears over the omicron virus. Analysts, on the other

hand, believe that better times are on the way for

this sector.

Given the rising house demand, Brigade Enterprises

sales booking increased by 59%, making it the top

gainer for the index.

Banking Sector

The Nifty bank has declined for the

first time in 4 months. The continuous

downturn has instilled fear and

distorted the confidence of investors and traders.

There has been heavy selling in the banking stocks

by FIIs that has contributed to the fall. Analysts

mentioned the banking sector is struggling due to

poor credit growth.

Induslnd Bank was the top loser in the index, which

fell by 22.56%, MoM. As a result of whistler bowler

allegations on the bank's board for lapses in loan

governance and accounting norms.

Source: NSE

Source: NSE

Nifty Realty November’21 (In ₹)
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Nifty Index has been quite bearish this month indicating an extremely volatile market. The increasing fears

over the new coronavirus variant have investors panicked. The Index has touched August month levels.

IFTY50

Company Name Change (%)

Power Grid Corp 11.7

Cipla 7.3

Bharti Airtel 6.3

Tech Mahindra 4.3

TCS 3.9

Infosys 2.7

Asian Paints 1.4

SBI Life Insurance 1.3

Nestle 0.8

Dr Reddys Labs 0.4

Company Name Change (%)

Induslnd Bank -22.6

Tata Steel -18.6

Bajaj Auto -12.6

Axis Bank -11.6

BPCL -11.4

ICICI Bank -10.9

Hindalco -10.2

JSW Steel -9.1

Shree Cements -8.9

SBI -8.3
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Top Gainers in NIFTY50 for November’21 Top Losers in NIFTY50 for November’21

Source: NSE India

Source: NSE India
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Tata Motors and The Bank of India (BOI) enter

into a Retail Finance MoU

Tata Motors, India’s leading

automobile manufacturer,

partners with Bank of India, one of India’s leading

nationalized banks, to ease the ownership of cars

for its retail customer segment. BOI, under the

partnership, will provide loans starting at an interest

rate as low as 6.85% to Tata Motors’ customers. The

deal will increase the target market for Tata by

reducing the down payment to as low as 10%. The

scheme provides up to 90% financing on the total

cost of the vehicle that includes the Ex-Showroom

price plus Registration and Insurance cost. The

company said the partnership is in line with their

FinancEasy Festival

Tech Mahindra strives to be a Leader in the Digital

Engineering Space

Lodestone, a major provider of data

strategy and quality assurance for new-age digital

organizations, has been acquired by Tech Mahindra.

The acquisition will boost Tech Mahindra’s digital

transformation capabilities and expand its ability to

provide end-to-end quality assurance services for

new-age companies across data layers, hardware,

and software.

Tech Mahindra is seeing an increase in demand for

next-gen technologies from clients who want to

modernize and simplify their core operations on a

global scale. This deal will act as a catalyst for the

same as Lodestone is synergized with their existing

domain.

5.3%



Star Health

With a market share of 15.8% in FY21,

Star Health and Allied Insurance Company Ltd.

is one of India's largest private health insurers. The

retail health and group health divisions, which

accounted for 89.3% and 10.7% of the company's

total Gross Written Premium in FY21, respectively,

are the company's primary focus. Star Health has

built one of India's largest health insurance hospital

networks, with over 11,778 hospitals.

The company’s IPO price band has been fixed at

₹870-900/ share and the proceeds will be utilized

to augment the company’s capital base and

insolvency level. Via the IPO route, the company

plans to raise ₹2005.83 crores

Paytm

One 97 Communications Ltd, the parent

firm, was created in 2000 and is India's leading

digital ecosystem for consumers and merchants. As

of March 31, 2021, the company had 333 million+

clients and 21 million+ registered merchants to

whom it provides payment, finance, commerce, and

cloud services. Through its app customers can make

cashless purchases in stores, use digital banking

services, and many more. Merchants, on the other

hand, can use the platform for advertising, online

payment solutions, product offerings, and loyalty

programs.

The IPO size was ₹18,300 crores out of which

₹8300 crores were for fresh capital and is to be

used for growing and strengthening its ecosystem,

new acquisitions, and partnerships. The company

listed on NSE and BSE on 22nd November at a

discount of 9% at ₹1,955. On the same day, the

shares crashed 28% and hit the lower circuit.

PO
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₹5352 cr.    ₹125.4 cr.      ₹800 cr.      ₹5,710 cr.

This Month’s IPO Highlights

Latent View Analytics

Latent View, founded in 2006, offers

data and analytics consultancy, business

analytics & insights, advanced predictive analytics,

data engineering, and digital solutions, among other

services. The company classifies its business into

Consulting services, Data engineering, Business

analytics, and Digital solutions.

Through its subsidiaries, the corporation has a

presence in the United States, Europe, and Asia.

The company raised ₹600 crores which comprised

both fresh issue and Offer for Sale. The proceeds

will be used towards managing working capital,

investments in subsidiaries, and fund inorganic

growth initiatives. The company made a strong start

on the stock exchanges, debuting at a massive

178% premium to its issue price of 197 per share.

Intraday, the stock soared another 169%.

Tega Industries

Tega Industries is a leading global

manufacturer and distributor of specialized,

critical, and recurring consumables for the mineral

beneficiation, mining, and bulk solids handling

industries. It is the world's second-largest producer

of polymer-based mill liners. Customers use the

company's unique abrasion and wear-resistant

rubber, polyurethane, steel, and ceramic-based

lining components. More than 55 mineral processing

and material handling products are a part of the

company's product portfolio.

The company intends to raise ₹619.2 crores through

its IPO at the highest price band. The price band

fixed is ₹443-453/share. The IPO is solely a public

offering (OFS).
IPOs (December’21)                      Date

Star Heath 30th Nov- 2nd Dec 

Tega Industries 1st Dec- 3rd Dec

Anand Rathi 2nd Dec- 6th Dec

Rate Gain 7th Nov- 9th Nov
₹1200 cr.    ₹18300 cr.    ₹2073.25 cr.   ₹600 cr.    

₹1023.47 cr.   ₹1013.61 cr.        
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Risk is Not Loss, Uncertainty

The most cited potential market shock

is the persistent inflation and monetary

tightening prevalent in the economy.

One of the most often cited causes of 2021

inflation is supply-chain disruption. There is a

controversy on whether inflation will keep its current

pace when supply-chain shortages dissipate.

Inflation is difficult to predict. But one thing is

certain: when it comes to modelling inflation, a

multi-scenario, broad approach is required.

While most people anticipate that current inflation

will return to 2-3.5% range once supply-chain

difficulties are rectified, a wide group of people in

a recent crowdsourced survey feel that portfolios

might lose more than one-third of their value if

inflation continues to rise.

We are in a period of above-targeted inflation,

and there remains an intense element of

uncertainty. As a result, banks must reconsider their

financing and liquidity strategies, accounting for all

probable circumstances, including the most unlikely.

ISK 
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22.5%

GoDaddy exposed to cyberattack for the 2nd time

in 2 years!

One of the largest domain

registrars, GoDaddy, suffered

a major cybersecurity breach, compromising the

privacy of around 1.2 mn customers. An

‘unauthorized third party gained access to its

Managed WordPress hosting environment on 6th

Sept’21. The breach was discovered on 6th Nov’21,

by then, the hacker had full access to the system.

Confidential data like email addresses and phone

numbers were compromised. Active customers’

Secured Files Transfer Protocol and database

username and password were exposed along with

some Secure Socket Lockers private keys. GoDaddy

is taking steps to mitigate the effects of this breach.

They are changing the hacked passwords,

contacting the impacted customers, and, if

necessary, providing and installing security

certificates.

G-SIBs SLR’s Downtrend

Under Basel III guidelines, banks must

hold a minimum of 3% Tier 1 capital

relative to total assets (Leverage

exposure) in the form of Supplementary

Leverage Ratio (SLR). Large banks are additionally

required to hold 2%, which makes a total of 5%

SLR. The weighted average SLR of the 8 Global

Systematically Important Banks (G-SIBs) is declining

continuously, which may breach this mandate

anytime soon. Without the Fed's relief measure,

some bank SLRs would have fallen precariously close

to that minimum, with most of them dropping more

than 100 basis points.

The current G-SIBs' weighted average SLR is 5.85%,

down by 140 basis points from the 2020 year-end

levels. Fading effects of the Covid-related

regulatory relief and a steep increase of 20.7% in

aggregate leverage exposure, while only a 0.76%

increase in Tier 1 capital, has led to such an

alarming decline in the weighted average SLRs.

Banks like JP Morgan, BNP Paribas, and Goldman

Sachs are already hit with higher capital surcharges

as they pose great systemic risk now.

During the first half of the month, India VIX declined

slowly as the market indices, Nifty 50 and BSE 500,

moved upwards in a very small range due to the

mixed indications from the global markets. However,

the renewed outbreak of coronavirus in some parts

of the world along with the downgrading of India’s

credit rating by the foreign brokerages led to a

consistent fall in the markets during the latter half of

the month. As the markets became bearish, India VIX

witnessed an upward trend. On November 26th, the

volatility index surged by 24.85%, the biggest

single-day spike in the whole year, as the markets

all over the globe ended in red after the arrival of

a new coronavirus variant of South Africa.



CME Group Receives Bumper Investment from

Google Cloud

Google Cloud invests $1 billion in CME Group's

derivatives marketplace over a 10-year

partnership. The long-term partnership will combine

CME group’s financial knowledge and Google

cloud’s engineering expertise to help accelerate

technological innovation in capital markets.

The collaboration will initiate next year when

Google Cloud receives technological infrastructure

from CME Group with data and clearing services. In

return, CME will scale its infrastructure by optimizing

costs and onboarding new participants by

leveraging Google Cloud’s global network.

CME Group plans to escalate efficiencies by co-

innovating new products, such as data analytics and

consumer-centric platforms. This intricate agreement

is designed to transfer the most difficult components

of industrial financial services to the cloud,

beginning with low latency needs and progressing

through data tooling. This strategic alliance will

alter the derivatives market in the future by

providing all market players with technology and

efficient access.

New Trading Experience for Paytm Money Users

Positive news for investors trading

from Paytm Money as the

company has introduced margin pledge feature.

Investors with a diverse portfolio of equities

sometimes lose out on trading opportunities owing to

a lack of funds. To address this issue, Paytm Money

will now allow users to pledge their current stocks in

exchange for a margin that can be used for trading

in ETFs, F&O, etc.

This move will now make the trading experience

smoother and provide new opportunities for

investors to book more profits. Throughout the

duration, the pledged stocks will remain in the user’s

demat account and will also be available for all

corporate actions. With the increased trading

activity and pledging charges, new revenue streams

are expected to boost income for Paytm.

ERIVATIVES 
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Futures & Options

SEBI Extends the Date for the 50% Margin Rule

Investors take a breather as SEBI

extends the 50% cash margin rule

for Futures and Options leaving

brokers in a lurch.

Following speculation, SEBI issued a circular stating

that collateral segregation and monitoring at the

customer level will be implemented by February

28th, 2022.

Market participants were satisfied with the

announcement as the current high involvement in the

market would have asked many retail investors to

trim their derivatives trades as the margin

requirement would be very high. Even though the

regulation was supposed to be enforced on

December 1st, several brokers began demanding a

50% cash margin from traders soon after the

announcement to minimize their risk.

Many analysts feel that this action would aid in the

stabilization and testing of the system developed by

SEBI for the new process of segregation and

monitoring, with investors expected to gradually

adapt over time.

Foreign Exchange in China Announces Expansion

in Derivative Business

China announced that it will soon

widen the scope of the bank’s

Foreign exchange derivative

business. Instead of betting on their currency, The

State Administration of Foreign Exchange (SAFE)

released a formal notice informing that qualified

banks can now provide derivative services like

Forward settlements and currency swaps between

yuan and other currencies to corporative banks.

The financial regulator has asked banks to guide the

customers to set up a risk-neutral mentality by

concentrating more on core business and hedging

foreign exchange risks. Furthermore, China’s officials

have asked companies to protect themselves from

currency risks this year as the central bank slowly

loosens its control over the yuan.
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Gold Spot Price (In ₹ per 10 grams) Crude Oil Spot Price (In ₹ per barrel)

0.5% 21.1%

In the initial weeks of the month, gold has held just

below its 5-month high, as global central bankers

maintained their ultra-easy monetary policy. In

India, gold prices continued to rise, aided by central

banks' dovish stances and seasonal purchasing

demand. On the 19th of November, gold fell to a

one-week low as the US dollar index strengthened

further and traders focused on the sharp decline in

crude oil prices.

Oil stockpiles throughout the world are at multi-year

lows, with extraordinary stock draws in the Americas

and Asia. In the second week of the month, crude

prices have remained unchanged despite conflicting

market indications. On November 26, oil prices had

one of their worst trading days in recent times,

dropping by over 10% across the board on

expectations that a new COVID-19 variant could

hamper economic development and spark another

demand collapse.

Are EV Batteries the Next Victim of High

Commodity Prices?

Over the last decade, ever-cheaper

batteries have made electric cars more

cost-competitive. Increased EV demand,

on the other hand, might shake things up. The race

to secure critical resources will intensify the

competition. The cost of battery materials has risen

dramatically this year as demand for electric

vehicles has increased. Lithium carbonate, which is

utilized in cathodes, has doubled in price every

year. Cobalt hydroxide, which improves energy

density and battery life, has also increased in price.

The pandemic has caused chaos, but the actual issue

is in lithium. Multiple projects were put on care and

maintenance as a result of the oversupply that

caused prices to fall from mid-2018 to mid-2020,

while some newer projects stalled.

Most battery raw-material markets, according to

Benchmark Mineral Intelligence, are expected to

remain tight this decade. It also predicts that by

2022, the lithium market would be in deficit. The

majority of supply-chain contracts are "cost pass-

through," which implies EV makers are responsible

for rising costs. However, battery manufacturers

continue to experience margin pressure.

Gold ETFs are on a rise!

Gold ETFs saw a strong net inflow of

₹303crores in the festive month of October.

However, it was down by 32.06% MoM owing to

the surge in the gold prices. Besides, equity markets

were at an all-time high throughout October, taking

all the focus of the other asset classes as well. The

assets under management (AUM) of gold ETFs grew

by 6.02% MoM to Rs 17320 crore at the end of

October.

IOSCO Proposes Revisions to Commodity

Derivatives Market Principles

The International Organization of Securities

Commissions (IOSCO) investigated current advances

in electronic trading and data, as well as the

development of new technologies and products,

and their impact on commodity derivatives markets.

It amended the 2011 IOSCO Principles to ensure

that these changes are taken into account. The

updated principles aim to keep commodities

derivative markets free of manipulation and

abusive activities while yet facilitating price

discovery and hedging. The principles will aid

relevant market authorities in developing an

effective regulatory and supervisory strategy that

promotes responsible behavior in commodities

derivatives markets and furthers these objectives.
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Source: Investing

Currency 1st November’21 30th November’21 Change (%) Trend

INR/USD INR 74.83 INR 75.09 0.3

INR/EUR INR 86.83 INR 85.12 -1.9

USD/EUR USD 1.16 USD 1.13 -2.3

JPY/USD JPY 113.98 JPY 113.1 -0.8

CAD/USD CAD 1.24 CAD 1.28 3.3

USD/GBP USD 1.37 USD 1.33 -2.8

USD/SEK USD 0.12 USD 0.11 -5.5

USD/CHF USD 1.09 USD 1.08 -1.1

2.3%

Japanese Firms to Test Launch Digital

Currency

Around 70 Japanese companies,

including its 3 large banks, have

come together to launch their digital

currency in the 2nd half of 2022. It has

aimed to cut costs and allow large-scale

fund transfers as the digital currency will

be backed by bank deposits. This initiative

would also be affecting its central bank’s

experiment of Japan’s Central Bank Digital

Currency (CBDC). Being a cash economy,

this initiative is a stepping stone in bringing

a change of great degree in Japan’s

economy.

US Dollar Index (USD)

Fear of the New Variant Pushes the Forex

Reserves Down

As the new variant of the covid-19 virus threatens

global markets, forex reserves of India declined

over the month. The ₹ have been stable for the

past-18 months moving in the range of ₹72.25-

75.75. Analysts believe even if the ₹ depreciates,

high Forex Reserves held by RBI will control the

market volatility. On the other hand, India has been

adding more gold to boost the forex kitty. The

central bank recently added 75 tonnes of gold to

make India the world's 9th-largest holder of gold

reserve.

US Dollar witnessed a buying pressure as the Non-Farm

Payroll increased to 5.31 lakh jobs as well as the

unemployment rate declined to 4.6%, its lowest since April

2020. Further, a rebound in the US yield curve, a record high

CPI of 276.2 points, and the highest inflation rate of 6.2%

since November 1990 contributed to the strengthening of USD,

rallying the DXY to a 52-week high of $96.84.

Source: Investing
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Indian Deals and Volumes of VCs overtake China

In the first three quarters of the CY21, India's

Venture Capital deals and volumes surpassed

China. Technological crackdown in the neighbouring

country saw a whopping $20 billion poured in

Indian companies over the last nine months.

According to CB insights, 519 companies raised over

$9.9 billion in the Q3CY21.

Asian Venture Capital Journal reported that for

every dollar invested in China, $1.50 was pumped

in the Indian tech start-ups during the Q3FY22. The

COVID-19 regulatory crackdown by the authorities

has influenced a steep decline in the growth of tech

companies such as e-commerce, education, etc. The

heavyweight companies including, Alibaba and

Tencent collectively lost around $1 trillion in market

capitalization since February. This has come as a

blessing for Indian companies as early-stage deal

share grew 75% till November, compared to

China’s 58%. According to EY, Private

Equity/Venture capital volumes and deals activity

have significantly increased to beat previous all-

time highs, and expect a boost in the Indian

economy.

SEBI plans for changes in Alternative Investment

Funds

Regulator of markets SEBI has revised

the norms for Alternative Investment

funds, 2012 (AIFs).

The new regulation helps co-investment to have

smoother transactions with the portfolio management

route. In basic terms, co-investment is made by a

member of categories I or II AIFs in investee

companies.

Co-investment will now be done by co-investment

portfolio managers, and the guidelines will come

into effect from 9th December. SEBI also intends to

designate a custodian as co-investment portfolio

managers, who will be in charge of investments

worth ₹500 crore. This excludes anything borrowed

by the AIFs and includes cash and cash equivalents.

As per the new guidelines, if there is a breach of the

level of investment done by category III, it will

automatically be rectified within 30 days from the

breach. Furthermore, the guidelines prepared by the

regulator have allowed Category III to calculate the

fund based on its NAV.

India’s First Open-Ended Real Estate Equity FoF

Scheme

The PGIM Global Select Real Estate

Securities Fund of Fund (PGIMRFoF) is

India's first Global Real Estate Securities Fund,

launched by PGIM India Mutual Fund. The fund will

track FTSE EPRA NAREIT, developed benchmark

index to create long-term capital appreciation.

Currently, three REITs are listed in local stock

exchanges; however, they are focused mainly on

stable rental income and investing in India. The

target of this fund is to generate capital

appreciation by investing in real estate equity-

related securities and REITs across the globe.

With the current interest rates and inflation, this fund

is expected to add flexibility in client portfolios for

times ahead. Through PGIMRFoF, investors will get

exposure to real estate investments that hold data

centers, senior livings, etc., apart from residential,

industrial, hospitality, healthcare sectors.

Goldman Sachs to sign $30 billion worth deals

for Asian Markets

Goldman Sachs Group (GS)

intends to spend at least $30 billion

in alternative assets in Asia over the next five years.

Their main objective is to overtake investment

mammoths like Blackstone and KKR. To meet the

goal, the firm has restructured its operating

activities and begun an intensive fundraising

campaign. Funds will be invested in sectors like

technological start-ups, renewable energy, real

estate, etc.

Deal Share Growth Rate %

58

75
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China India

Early Stage Late Stage



Equity Mutual Fund’s AUM reaches a New All-

Time High

With the bull run in October, the equity mutual fund

gained ₹5,215 crores in net inflows, making it the

8th consecutive month to attract a net infusion. AUM

rose to an ATH of ₹38.2 crores after the infusion. All

categories under open-ended mutual fund schemes

received net positive inflows, surging the whole

Indian Mutual Fund Industry AUMs to an all-time

high. Within the equity segment, strong inflows were

seen in sectoral, Flexi cap, large-cap, focus, and

mid-cap segments.

Month
Premium

(₹ crore)
YoY

Jun-21 ₹ 30,009 4.0%

July-21 ₹ 20,435 -11.1%

Aug-21 ₹ 27,821 2.9%

Sept-21 ₹ 31,001 22.2%

Oct-21           ₹ 21,606 -5.1%

MC
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Source: AMFI

Source: IRDAI

Month
New Registrations

(In lakhs)

Contributions

(₹ Crore)

Jun-21 21.29 ₹ 9,156

July-21 23.79 ₹ 9,609

Aug-21 24.92 ₹ 9,923

Sept-21 26.80 ₹ 10,351

Oct-21 23.83 ₹10,519 

Private Players Strive to Increase their Market

Share

Private life insurance companies registered a growth

of 12.14% YoY in first-year premiums while state-

owned LIC contracted by 13.2% YoY. Overall, the

first-year premiums dove 5.1% YoY owing to a

steep fall in the individual single premiums and

group non-single premiums. FY22 is witnessing a

strong growth momentum among the private players

since the sales were duly affected last year during

the pandemic. But this growth momentum can be

affected by the expected rise in the prices of term

plans due to the price hikes of the reinsurers, as the

rising claims during the second wave have prompted

reinsurers to tighten underwriting norms.

For the First Time, Mutual Fund SIP Inflows

Crossed the 10,000-crore Mark

In October, SIP collection reached an all-time high

of ₹10,519 crores, whereas the net inflow dropped

by 40% MoM on the account of the investors

becoming less likely to enter such inflated markets.

The mutual fund industry has increased over 200%

over the last 5 years. Currently, the industry has

4.46 lakh SIP accounts, while the total AUM at the

end of October 2021 was ₹ 5.53 lakh crore when

compared to the March-end level of ₹ 4.26 lakh

crore. Nippon India Mutual Fund Aims to Become

Global Asset Manager

Nippon India Mutual Fund launched India's first

open-ended equity scheme, the 'Nippon India

Taiwan Equity Fund,' which will monitor the Taiwan

markets. Cathay SITE, Taiwan's largest asset

manager will advise this scheme. The minimum

investment required is ₹500 and in multiples of ₹1,

thereafter. Taiwan Capitalization Weighted Stock

Index (TAIEX) will be the benchmark index of the

fund.

Investors can now have Diversified Exposure to

Global Markets

The 'Motilal Oswal MSCI EAFE

Top100 Select Index Fund', introduced by Motilal

Oswal AMC, is a unique worldwide offering. It is

the culmination of investments in the 10 most

innovative economies in the world –

It is well-diversified among 10 sectors with Financial

Sector given the most weightage and aims to track

the performance of 21 developed EAFE markets

(Europe, Australia, and the Far East), excluding the

USA and Canada. The minimum application amount

during the NFO is ₹500 and then a multiple of ₹1.

0.5%
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Hindalco Boosts its Copper Production

Aditya Birla Group-owned Hindalco Industries has

taken over Ryker Base, a subsidiary of Polycab

India. Hindalco is the largest copper producer in

India and has added a new 225,000+ tonne

manufacturing plant that uses German technology

to reduce energy input and produce significantly

lower carbon emissions.

The accord was reached for ₹323 crores as

Hindalco aligned the purchase with its ESG strategy.

In line with the downstream strategy, this deal will

strengthen Hindalco's manufacturing capacity of

copper by having the time-to-market advantage,

allowing the company to serve the increasing

demand of electrical segments.

The company has also added a few more projects

in Gujarat and Odisha to build more value-added

products. Hindalco's products are customized for

making home electricals and are also utilized in

construction, automobiles, etc., across India.

Flipkart Enters the Healthcare Sector

Kolkata-based SastaSundar.com that operates a

digital pharmacy and online healthcare platform

was acquired by Flipkart recently. SastaSundar.com

has connected lakhs of customers across India with

affordable and convenient healthcare supported by

a network of more than 490 pharmacies. The deal

has enabled Flipkart to foray into the healthcare

sector with the launch of Flipkart health plus.

Leveraging its Pan-India reach and technological

infrastructure, Flipkart will offer an end-to-end

digital healthcare ecosystem to its customers.

Initially, Flipkart Health plus will function with e-

pharmacy services, and later on they plan to add e-

diagnostics and e-consultations. Since the covid

infused lockdown veered the nation towards digital

adoption, the Flipkart group believes there's a high

market demand for affordable healthcare services.

Drone Tech Company Bought a 75% Stake in a

Bengaluru-based UAV Maker

Drone tech platform Trentar Group has acquired a

75% stake in Bengaluru-based Unarmed Aerial

Vehicle (UAV) manufacturer TM Aerospace.

The deal comes after the announcement of a ₹100-

crore investment plan over the next three years,

which covers the design and manufacture of drones

with built-in sub-systems.

The two associates will now pursue to produce high-

quality UAVs for both commercials as well as for

defense segments globally. The acquisition intends to

make India independent and self-sufficient in the

UAV ecosystem. Using TM aerospace’s high-quality

resources, Trentar will manufacture a high kinetic

energy platform in India that will edge over other

countries and change electronic warfare space.

Trentar has a development plan set for the next five

years that initiates the Atmanirbhar Bharat Mission

of the government.

Coinbase Acquired US-based Agara

India’s biggest cryptocurrency exchange Coinbase

has acquired an AI-powered customer support

platform, Agara. The latter, with the team of 40

plus, has served numerous significant customers

worldwide and will now mostly migrate its business

to Coinbase. Agara has been building extensive

expertise in machine learning and natural language

processing, which Coinbase will use to provide

excellent customer care. Prioritizing the customer

experience, consumers will soon have access to real-

time, tailored intelligent assistance alternatives. This

move comes months after Coinbase laid out its vision

to build a tech hub in India. Both companies have

not shared financial details, but the deal is

estimated to be between $40 to $50 million.



Poonawalla Fincorp Partners with CARS24

Poonawalla Fincorp Ltd entered into a strategic

partnership with leading pre-owned E-commerce

vehicles platform CARS24 for systematic and

seamless customer financing on vehicles.

Poonawalla Fincorp Ltd is a NBFC registered with

the RBI. Formerly known as Magma Fincorp Limited

has expanded into personal loans and loans to

professional businesses.

This move follows Poonawalla Fincorp's successful

capital raising of ₹3,456 crores in May 2021; the

collaboration hopes to rule over the pre-owned

automobile market and streamline the vehicle

purchasing and selling procedure.

The deal will let Poonawalla Fincorp Ltd fulfil

consumer loans coming from Cars24, with both

parties bearing risk and rewards. The company

plans to incline analytics as an influential tool for

credit underwriting and risk monitoring to reduce

problems. The primary aim is to focus on credit costs

right from the beginning and maintain them with

pre-defined parameters.

With its technology edge, Poonawalla Fincorp

intends to capture the remaining 80% of consumer

finance in the automobile sector and provide a

hassle-free experience and digitally-enabled

lending platform to people who want to purchase a

car.

Digitate joins hands with TVS! 

TVS Next collaborates with Digitate to supply AI solutions to high-growth organizations.

Both companies will deploy their resources to provide better services and technological

outcomes to their clients.

TVS Next will integrate speed and quality with Digitate's AI-based solutions that

drive business agility, operations, and so on; in supplying technical infrastructure. With shorter information 

technological life cycles, the collaboration will continue to focus on quick and necessary outputs. TVS Next's 

expertise will provide current and future Digitate clients with implementation and integration skills. 

This deal can digitally transform TVS Next’s IT and business operations by maximizing employee experience 

and productivity and help both organizations in smooth and faster transitions than before.

Broad Peak Injected $300 Million to End Special

Situations

Broad Peak, a Pan-Asian multi-strategy investment

management business, has formed a strategic

agreement with Mumbai-based consulting firm

Brescon & Allied Partners LLP.

Broad Peak employs a research-based

methodology in conjunction with in-depth

fundamental analysis to deliver risk-adjusted

earnings for the money under its control. Broad

Peak Ltd, via this agreement, expects to gain access

to certain special situations like debt resolution and

litigation financing in India using Brescon’s resources.

The company will take over the legacy assets and

will seek to resolve the debt created by these

unwanted situations. It is the perfect combination of

global capital backing with the help of local

knowledge that will bring patient capital to the

companies in need.

The Singapore-based company is investing up to

$300 million across multiple segments in India,

ranging from debt resolution to litigation financing.

The primary objective of this deal is to increase the

scale of business for both the companies and boost

identifying, resolving, structuring, and funding of

these special situations.
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Nestle Baby Market – A Cash Cow

Nestle India Ltd. is one of the

biggest players in the FMCG

sector, with a presence in milk, nutrition, beverages,

chocolates etc. and in most categories as a market

leader. Nestle has more than 50% market share in

instant noodles, instant coffee, and chocolate

segment, but they aren’t even its most profitable

product segment. Nestle controls 97% of the baby

milk market, with Abbott accounting for the

remaining 3%.

In Asia, India has the most infants, hence the baby

powder market is valued at $2 billion and is

growing at a rate of 10% to 12% per year. As a

result, it is no surprise that this industry accounts for

55% of Nestle's total profits.

Even though pediatricians deem Abbott's Similac to

be the best, gaining market share becomes

incredibly challenging. It is highly impossible to

convince mothers to try a new brand for their

babies without marketing or brand awareness. As a

result, the same Nestle products are used generation

after generation, making Nestle’s stock perform a

staggering 20% CAGR over the last ten years. They

have strategically positioned "Nestle" everywhere

that has not only aided in increasing sales of other

categories but has increased the brand value as a

whole. Nestle has leveraged its brand value and

has kept mothers reluctant to make the switch.
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I'll FedEx it to You

$69.2 billion annual revenue in

FY20, 18 million average daily package volumes,

and connecting 99% of global GDP are some of the

many attributes of the World's third-largest

package delivery company, FedEx.

Though it faces stiff competition from UPS and DHL

globally, it has used its marketing strategy to stand

out from its peers. "FedEx" has become a verb,

officially recognized in every dictionary worldwide.

FedEx works in 5 Strategic Business Units (SBUs),

namely FedEx Express, TNT Express, FedEx Freight,

FedEx Ground, and FedEx Services. Such SBUs work

independently in the market but work collectively in

the meta market.

The company focuses on its small to medium size

customer base and avoids less profitable accounts.

Linked with 680 aircraft worldwide, it has an

efficient worldwide delivery network.

FedEx Corporation aims to become carbon neutral

by the year 2040 by investing a whopping amount

of $2 billion in electrifying its huge fleet of 200,000

motorized vehicles. It has pledged $100 million to

help establish the Yale Center for Natural Carbon

Capture.

Its advertising efforts are commendable, ranging

from billboards to commercials. With more than

600,000 employees worldwide, this delivery

package giant leaves no stone unturned to expand

its market and stay on top of its game.

Pandemic Acted as a Catalyst to Mamaearth’s Marketing Strategy

The Covid-19 outbreak hurt many industries worldwide, including the FMCG sector,

as supply chain systems halted due to the lockdown. At the same time, while most big FMCG brands

struggled to revive a personal care brand, Mamaearth experienced 400% growth.

Mamaearth started as a D2C 100% toxin-free baby care product company and has since evolved into a

personal care product company. From the very beginning itself, they knew the importance of brand

awareness and worked aggressively towards it. Mamaearth focused on earned media marketing, which

enabled them to track which influencer yielded what results, rather than just television advertising, which was

difficult to correlate to the amount spent. Thus, 90% of the total marketing is spent on digital platforms, with

the remaining 10% spent on traditional media such as television.

The lockdown veered buyers to online purchasing. While most rivals were struggling without a significant

online presence, Mamaearth already had a strong digital marketing strategy that gave the company a huge

edge over its competitors.



WHO issues EUL for the COVAXIN

COVAXIN (produced by Bharat Biotech)

was given an emergency use listing (EUL)

by WHO, adding to a growing number of vaccines

certified for prevention against Covid-19. The

WHO's EUL method evaluates the quality, safety,

and effectiveness of Covid-19 vaccines and is

required for the provision of COVAX vaccine

delivery.

Covaxin was found to have a 78% effectiveness

against Covid-19 of any severity, 14 days or more

after the second dosage, and is ideal for low- and

middle-income nations because of its simple storage

needs. The vaccine should be given in two doses with

a four-week gap in all age groups 18 and older.

UPDATES

COVID cases in India, data as of 30th Nov

34.59M - Total no. of cases

34.02M - Recovered

0.099M- Active cases

(9.03% are serious and 90.97% are in mild condition)

COVID cases across the Globe, data as of 30th Nov

263.06M- Total no. of cases

237.54M- Recovered

20.83M- Active cases

(0.33% are serious and 99.77% are in mild condition)

WHO Classified Omicron as a “Variant of

Concern”

The novel Covid-19 variant originated in South

Africa, Omicron, has been designated as a "Variant

of Concern" (VOC) by WHO. This variety has

numerous mutations, some of which are troublesome.

A preliminary study suggests that this variant has a

greater risk of reinfection than other VOCs. The

number of occurrences of this variation appears to

be increasing in most provinces of South Africa.

According to the WHO, Omicron might spread

faster than other strains.

Pfizer and BioNTech have said that they are unsure

if their vaccines would protect against the new

strain. In addition, they indicated that a new vaccine

will be developed within the next 100 days.
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France hit by Covid-19 5th Wave

According to France's health minister, Olivier Veran,

the country is at the beginning of the fifth wave of

the Covid-19 outbreak, with cases increasing at an

alarming rate. President Macron asked the 6 million

individuals in France who are eligible for the

vaccination but have yet to receive their first

dosage to come forward and get the vaccine. Those

aged 65 and up in the country will need to produce

proof of Covid-19 booster shot in order to renew

the validity of their health pass and go to public

places. All barrier gestures that protect people from

Covid-19 and other deadly diseases shall be given

top priority.
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“Investments in a better customer

experience, backed by AI-driven

analytics, API-enabled platforms, design

thinking-based customer journeys, and a

cloud based infrastructure will allow firms

to democratize products and services at

scale while personalizing for each

customer.”

-Jay Nair, Infosys

“Overall Q2 GDP growth was on expected lines. On

the demand side, investments (largely government)

continued to remain the key growth driver while

private consumption is yet to show a decisive

recovery. Also, unlike last year, net exports are again

a drag on the economy”.

-Dharmakirti, Chief Economist, CRISIL Ratings Ltd.

“Start-up success can be

determined by seeing density

of talent that’s both curious and

ambitious.

Ambitious that are not curious

do stupid things.

Curious teams without ambitions

feel like experiment labs”

-Kunal Shah, Founder, CRED
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Leveraged Growth is a niche finance-based

Business Consultancy firm. We are built

around four business verticals – Consulting,

Research Advisory, Corporate Training and

Learning and Development. We provide

customized solutions to leading businesses

worldwide. Our team consists of experienced

professionals having diverse skill-sets and a

passion to excel
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